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Currently, short communication channels are growing up due to the huge increase in the

number of smartphones and online social networks users. This growth attracts malicious
campaigns, such as spam campaigns, that are a direct threat to the security and privacy
of the users. While most researches are focused on automatic text classification, in this

work we demonstrate the possibility of improving current short messages spam detec-
tion systems using a novel method. We combine personality recognition and sentiment

analysis techniques to analyze Short Message Services (SMS) texts. We enrich a pub-

licly available dataset adding these features, first separately and after in combination,
of each message to the dataset, creating new datasets. We apply several combinations of

the best SMS spam classifiers and filters to each dataset in order to compare the results
of each one. Taking into account the experimental results we analyze the real influence

of each feature and the combination of both. At the end, the best results are improved
in terms of accuracy, reaching to a 99.01% and the number of false positive is reduced.

Keywords: SPAM; polarity; personality; SMS; sentiment analysis; security.

1. Introduction

In the same way that smartphones and online social networks (OSN) are growing

up, short messages traffic is increasing all over the world. For example, 6.1 billion

people used an SMS-capable mobile phone on June 2015, what means that SMS
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messages can reach more than 6 billion users.a In the same way WhatsApp, one of

the most famous instant messaging application, reached 1 billion users in 2016.b

This growth became these communication methods in a very attractive objective

to malicious organizations, and more and more illegal activities are being carried out

through those systems.c For example, Spanish police busted a gang that made at

least 5 million Euros over last decade from a premium-rate SMS messaging scam.d

Malicious campaigns in SMS communication systems are specially effective due

to the phenomenal opening rate of 98% (for instance, email marketing reports a

22% open rate).e This demonstrates that there are billions of users whose privacy

can be threaten sending an unsolicited instant short message (For example: SMS,

WhatsApp message...). Currently, with the 20-30% of all SMS traffic being sent in

China and India, SMS spam is an emerging problem, specially in Asia.f

During the last years, several tools and systems have been proposed by re-

searchers to deal with this problem. Most research initiatives are focused on auto-

matic text classification, but no one take sentiment analysis or personality recogni-

tion techniques into account.

The main objective of this paper is to analyze the influence of these techniques

in short instant messages spam filtering. It also aims to provide means to prove

that the combination of polarity and personality dimensions can improve the re-

sults obtained previously.1,2 In these studies the mentioned techniques were applied

individually. Using the same datasets used in these papers, we focus on SMS mes-

sages, which are structurally similar to other instant short messages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

previous work conducted in the area of short messages spam filtering techniques, in

personality recognition and in sentiment analysis. Section 3 describes the process of

the aforementioned experiments, regarding Bayesian short messages spam filtering

and short messages spam filtering using the personality dimensions and the polarity.

In Section 4, the obtained results are described, comparing Bayesian filtering results

and the filtering results using the personality and the polarity features. Finally, we

summarize our findings and give conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Several studies related to these topics have been published during the last years. In

this Section we survey previous SMS spam, personality recognition and sentiment

analysis contributions.

ahttps://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/54468786/sms-the-language-of-6-billion-people
bhttps://blog.whatsapp.com/616/One-billion/
chttps://www.clxcommunications.com/blog/2016/12/
nine-statistics-outline-problem-fraud-mobile-messaging-industry/
dhttp://goo.gl/WsNBVb
ehttp://goo.gl/CaxweY
fhttps://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/

sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/54468786/sms-the-language-of-6-billion-people
https://blog.whatsapp.com/616/One-billion/
https://www.clxcommunications.com/blog/2016/12/nine-statistics-outline-problem-fraud-mobile-messaging-industry/
https://www.clxcommunications.com/blog/2016/12/nine-statistics-outline-problem-fraud-mobile-messaging-industry/
http://goo.gl/WsNBVb
http://goo.gl/CaxweY
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2
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2.1. SMS spam

During the last years malicious users have detected that instant message services are

suitable platforms to perform malicious activities, specially attracted by the huge

amount of users these cope with. In this work we are focusing specially on SMS

messages. Those are structurally similar to other currently more consumed short

message applications such as WhatsApp, Line or even Twitter. Our decision to focus

on certain messages is principally based on the public access to labelled datasets

needed generate and validate classification models. This provides the possibility of

comparing our results with previous works. We also base our decision on the fact

that SMS spam is a real and emerging problem in countries of big population,g

and also used by people of countries where SMS services are not charged by mobile

operators.

Delany et al.3 presented a survey on filtering SMS spam and showed recent

developments in SMS spam filtering. Also a brief discussion about publicly available

corpus and availability for future research in the area are shown.

Almeida et al.4 compare different machine learning methods and indicated that

Support Vector Machine technique was the best one during their study. They ob-

tained an accuracy of 97.64% using this method. Furthermore, they offer a public

and non-encoded SMS spam collection that can be used by the community. This

study brings us the possibility to test with the same dataset and to compare results.

In other recent studies two-level classifiers are used to obtain better results

in classifying spam.5,6 In this study we are going to focus on improving one-level

learning-based classifiers.

2.2. Personality recognition

Personality is a psychological construct aimed at explaining the wide variety of

human behaviors in terms of a few, stable and measurable individual character-

istics.7 Celli and Poesio8 explain two main models to formalize personality have

been defined: Myers-Briggs personality model,9 which defines the personality us-

ing four dimensions: Extroversion or Introversion, Thinking or Felling, Judging or

Perceiving and Sensing or iNtuition; and the Big Five model10 which divides the

personality in 5 traits: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extroversion,

Agreeableness and Neuroticism.

Every text contains a lot of information about the personality of the authors,

being this the reason that personality recognition became a potential tool for

Natural Language Processing.11 During the last years, different studies in person-

ality recognition in blogs,12 offline texts11 or OSNs13,14 have been published.

Shen et al.15 prove that personality prediction is feasible, and their email feature

set can predict personality with reasonable accuracies. This work shows that it is

possible to predict the personality of a writer using email messages.

ghttps://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/

sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/22110268/sms-spam-and-mobile-messaging-attacks-introduction-gsma/2
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Although these techniques have been never used in the field of SMS spam detec-

tion, researchers present the relationship between personality traits and deceptive

communication.16,17

2.3. Sentiment analysis

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are becoming more and more

useful for spam filtering, using sender information and text content based NLP

techniques.18

Researchers confirmed that it is possible to create an application or a system

to detect spam in different formats using text mining techniques and semantic

language models respectively.19,20

Among all NLP techniques, we focus on the use of Sentiment Analysis (SA)

to improve the detection of illegitimate short instant messages. This is a different

strategy if we compare with the traditional short spam detection techniques, which

focus on automatic text classification, but do not take SA into account.

During the last years SA has been used in several research areas, although there

has been a continued interest for a while. Liu et al.21 described the most important

research opportunities related to SA. Based on that, we select document sentiment

classification topic as a possible option to short messages filtering.

This area aims at defining if a document is positive or negative based on its

content.22 In order to improve the classification into positive, negative or neutral,

other studies propose supervised learning techniques23 or unsupervised learning

techniques based on opinion words or phrases.24

Different tools with the objective of helping during the sentiment classification

have been proposed in the last years. Lexicon-based methods are interesting tools

for our work. Those methods are used to extract the polarity of a certain word

or phrase. In25 a comparison between 8 popular sentiment analysis methods is

presented and the author develops a combined method to improve the results.

Centered on short messages, Musto et al.26 described a comparison between lexicon-

based approaches.

Taking into account those comparisons, we decided to use the publicly avail-

able dictionary called SentiWordNet. The last version of this tool was presented in

2010,27 which is an improved version of the first dictionary.28

3. Proposed Method: Combination of Personality Recognition and

Sentiment Analysis

Taking as a baseline the previously presented studies,1,2 the objective of this work

is to combine the two techniques used in these papers in order to improve the spam

filtering results.

To do that, having an original dataset: (1) we apply personality recognition

technique to create a second dataset with this feature; (2) we apply sentiment

analysis classifiers to the original dataset and we add the obtained polarity, in
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Fig. 1. Novel SMS Spam filtering method.

order to create a third dataset; (3) we combine both techniques in the original

messages and we create a combined fourth dataset; (4) having these four different

datasets, we apply the best ten spam filtering classifiers identified in Ref. 1 to each

dataset; (5) finally, the top results of each dataset are analyzed.

In the Fig. 1 the full procedure is described.

During those experiments 10-fold cross-validation technique is used, and the

results are analyzed in terms of the number of false positives and the accuracy. Ac-

curacy is the percentage of testing set examples correctly classified by the classifier.

3.1. Datasets

In this work two publicly available dataset are used:

• SMS Spam Collection v.1 h (called SMSSpam in this paper):4 It is composed of

5,574 English, real and non-enconded messages, tagged as being legitimate (ham)

or spam. Specifically, it contains 747 spam messages and 4,827 ham messages.

This dataset is used to carry out the two spam filtering experiments.

• British English SMS corporai (called BritishSMS in this paper):29 This dataset

contains 875 SMS messages labelled in terms of spam. There are 450 legitimate

SMS messages, and 425 spam SMS messages in this dataset. During this study,

we use this dataset to validate the results of the previous dataset, repeating the

experiments workflow.

hhttp://www.dt.fee.unicamp.br/∼tiago/smsspamcollection/
ihttps://goo.gl/UUgl4X

http://www.dt.fee.unicamp.br/~tiago/smsspamcollection/
https://goo.gl/UUgl4X
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3.2. SMS spam filtering

To analyze if the combination of different techniques improve Bayesian spam filter-

ing and the individual application of each technique, baseline results are needed.

The best ten classifiers for spam filtering are identified taking into account the

results obtained in Ref. 1. These results are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Top10 Bayesian classifiers.

# Spam classifier TP TN FP FN Acc

1 NBMU.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 711 4,799 28 36 98.85

2 NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 708 4800 27 39 98.81

3 NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 711 4,795 32 36 98.78

4 NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 702 4,804 23 45 98.78

5 NBM.c.stwv.go.wtok 691 4,814 13 56 98.76

6 NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 712 4,793 34 35 98.76

7 NBMU.c.stwv.go.wtok 691 4,814 13 56 98.76

8 CNB.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 713 4,790 37 34 98.73

9 NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 713 4,790 37 34 98.73

10 NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 712 4,791 36 35 98.73

During this paper, our main objective is to improve these results using the

selected classifiers. To understand the settings of each classifier, Table 2 shows the

nomenclatures used.

Table 2. Nomenclatures.

Meaning Meaning

CNB Complement Naive Bayes .stwv String to Word Vector

NBM Naive Bayes Multinomial .go General options

NBMU
Naive Bayes Multinomial

Updatable
.wtok Word Tokenizer

.c idft F, tft F, outwc T .ngtok NGram Tokenizer 1-3

.i.c idft T, tft F, outwc T .stemmer Stemmer

.i.t.c idft T, tft T, outwc T .igain
Attribute selection using

InfoGainAttributeEval

3.3. SMS spam filtering using personality recognition

Following the procedure presented in Ref. 1, we use one of the most trusted per-

sonality model: Myers-Briggs personality model. This model is composed of four

different dimensions (Extroversion or Introversion, Thinking or Feeling, Judging or

Perceiving and Sensing or iNtuition), which are mandatory in order to determine

the personality. To calculate the dimensions of each text, we use publicly available

machine learning web services for text classification hosted in uClassify.j Among

jhttps://www.uclassify.com

https://www.uclassify.com
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all the possibilities offered in this website, we focus on the Myers-Briggs functions

developed by Mattias Östmar.

As the author explains, each function determines a certain dimension of the per-

sonality type according to Myers-Briggs personality model. The analysis is based on

the writing style and should not be confused with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

(MBTI) which determines personality type based on self-assessment questionnaires.

Training texts are manually selected based on personality and writing style accord-

ing to Jensen.30 Those are the used functions:

• Myers-Briggs Attitude: Analyzes the Extroversion or Introversion dimension.

• Myers-Briggs Judging Function: Determines the Thinking or Feeling dimension.

• Myers-Briggs Lifestyle: Determines the Judging or Perceiving dimension.

• Myers-Briggs Perceiving Function: Determines the Sensing or iNtuition

dimension.

Each function returns a float within the range [0.0, 1.0] per each pair of char-

acteristics of the dimension. For example, if we test a certain text and we obtain X

value for Extroversion, the value for Introversion is 1-X. Thus, we only record one

value per each function: Extroversion, Sensing, Thinking and Judging.

Those four values of each SMS message are added to the original dataset in

order to create a new dataset. During the experiments, this new dataset is used

in order to see the influence of the personality dimensions during the SMS spam

filtering. To do that, we apply the top ten classifiers mentioned previously to the

original dataset and to the new one, and we compare the results.

3.4. SMS spam filtering using sentiment analysis

The main objective of this part is to add the polarity of each message to the original

dataset. To do that, we use the procedure and configuration options shown in Ref. 2

where the best sentiment classifiers were identified to carry out the experiments.

Based on the accuracies presented in the mentioned paper, the best three classifiers

are selected (TextBlob 0.05, TextBlob 0.1 and TextBlob -0.05 ) in order to use those

ones to annotate the messages included in SMS Spam Collection v.1 which has

not been annotated for sentiment. As a result, we obtain three new datasets (one

per each classifier). The original one and the new three ones are used in the next

experiments.

3.5. SMS spam filtering combining personality recognition and

sentiment analysis

Being our objective to explore the possibilities to improve the previously published

results,1,2 where authors used personality dimensions and polarity feature respec-

tively in Bayesian spam filtering. We combine both techniques, we create a new

dataset adding the personality dimensions and the polarity, obtained applying the
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best sentiment classifier, of each SMS message to the original dataset. Finally, we

apply the best ten spam filtering classifiers to compare all the results.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the results obtained during the previously explained experiments

are shown. To carry out these experiments the dataset called SMS Spam Collection

v.1 is used, and to validate the results, the other one: BritishSMS.

4.1. Descriptive analysis

Once the dataset is selected, we perform a descriptive experiment of the dataset.

The objective of this step is on the one hand to perform an analysis to extract the

personality dimensions from each SMS messages, and on the other hand to analyze

the polarity of the messages.

The personality dimensions of each messages is extracted applying the previ-

ously explained personality recognition technique. In this point a new dataset is

created by inserting the personality features extracted during the analysis. Finally

the statistics about the personality dimensions in SMS messages are calculated.

Those statistics are presented in Fig. 2.

Results show that all the dimensions of the personality model have a different

distribution depending on the text type. At this point we can confirm that the way

SMS messages are written (spam/ham) varies. Furthermore, from the perspective

of the effect of personality on deceptive communication the interesting thing is the

difference in spam/ham messages with respect to the judging personality trait.16

To analyze the polarity of the messages, the previously selected sentiment classi-

fiers are used. Like in the personality part, the polarity extracted during the analysis

is inserted in the dataset, creating three new datasets (one per each classifier).

Figure 2 results show that spam messages are mostly positive while ham mes-

sages are more negative. This means that there is a difference between spam and

ham messages in terms of polarity, so it can be helpful for improving SMS spam

filtering.

Fig. 2. (1) Analysis of the personality dimensions in SMS messages. (2) Polarity comparison

between spam and ham SMS messages.
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4.2. Spam filtering: baseline results

The results obtained applying the best 10 filtering classifiers to the previously

created datasets (original, 3 with polarity, with personality) are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparing original results with the results obtained using sentiment analyzers

and personality recognition techniques.

Sentiment analyzer

None Tb 005 Tb 01 Tb -005 Personality

# FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc

1 28 98.85 36 98.73 36 98.73 35 98.74 26 98.83

2 27 98.82 17 98.60 16 98.71 8 98.76 19 98.94

3 32 98.78 37 98.74 37 98.74 33 98.78 28 98.85

4 23 98.78 36 98.71 36 98.71 34 98.74 19 98.80

5 13 98.76 33 98.78 32 98.80 28 98.85 5 98.78

6 34 98.76 34 98.74 33 98.74 32 98.76 30 98.78

7 13 98.76 17 98.60 16 98.71 8 98.76 3 98.49

8 37 98.73 28 98.85 28 98.85 27 98.82 34 98.76

9 37 98.73 26 98.85 25 98.87 22 98.91 33 98.78

10 36 98.73 23 98.80 22 98.82 19 98.82 33 98.76

Table 3 shows that in half of the cases, polarity helps to improve the accuracy.

The application of the Bayesian Logistic Regression classifier to the dataset created

by TextBlob-005 (sentiment analyzer) improves the best result. The use of polarity-

driven features improve the accuracy from 98.85 % to 98.91%.

Furthermore, in some cases where better accuracy is not obtained, polarity

helps to reduce the number of false positives. For instance, in the two cases where

a percentage of 98.76% is obtained, the number of false positives is reduced from

27 to 8 in one case, and from 13 to 8 in the other.

Analyzing the information shown in Table 3 we see that personality feature

also improves almost all the original results. In terms of accuracy a 98.94% is

reached improving the best result obtained applying the classifiers to the original

dataset. Only in two cases the accuracy is worst using personality score than without

personality, but the false positive number is reduced in both (from 27 to 19 and

from 13 to 3). However, those are not the unique cases where the number of false

positives is reduced, because using the personality feature in all cases of Table 3

this number is improved.

4.3. Second dataset: validation

To accomplish the validation of the experiment, we select the same ten classifiers

which provide the best results with the SMSSpam dataset, and we apply them

to the BritishSMS dataset with and without personality feature using the 10-fold

cross-validation technique. The obtained results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Results of the best 10 classifiers using the BritishSMS dataset.

# Spam classifier TP TN FP FN Acc

1 NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 408 445 5 17 97.49

2 NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 407 445 5 18 97.37

3 NBMU.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 409 443 7 16 97.37

4 NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 408 444 6 17 97.37

5 NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 409 441 9 16 97.14

6 NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 407 442 8 18 97.03

7 CNB.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 406 442 8 19 96.91

8 NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok.stemmer 406 442 8 19 96.91

9 NBM.c.stwv.go.wtok 402 441 9 23 96.34

10 NBMU.c.stwv.go.wtok 402 441 9 23 96.34

In the next step, we carry out a sentiment analysis of the BritishSMS dataset,

using the same three sentiment analyzers used in the previous dataset, and we add

the polarity feature to the original dataset. Doing that, three new tagged dataset

are created. The same process is also followed in term of personality adding this

feature to the original dataset.

As in the previous experiment, the same ten classifiers are applied to the new

datasets in order to compare the results with the results presented in Table 4.

Analyzing Table 5, we can see that although the top result is not improved

in terms of accuracy, we reach the same accuracy in different cases. And almost

in all the cases the results are better or the same using the polarity feature. Also,

analyzing the number of false positives, it is possible to see that the results are better

or at least the same in all cases. Taking into account that the dataset is relatively

small (875 SMSs), any improvement in percentages or in numbers is significant.

Analyzing the personality column, we can conclude that the use of personality

features improve the spam classification, thus validating the hypothesis. Although

Table 5. Comparing original results with the results obtained using sentiment

analyzers and personality recognition techniques. Second dataset.

Sentiment analyzer

None Tb 005 Tb 01 Tb -005 Personality

# FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc

1 5 97.49 5 97.49 5 97.49 5 97.49 5 97.49

2 5 97.37 5 97.37 5 97.37 5 97.37 3 97.49

3 7 97.37 7 97.37 7 97.37 6 97.49 6 97.49

4 6 97.37 6 97.37 6 97.37 6 97.37 6 97.37

5 9 97.14 9 97.14 9 97.14 9 97.03 9 97.03

6 8 97.03 8 97.03 8 97.03 8 97.03 7 97.14

7 8 96.91 8 96.91 8 96.91 7 97.03 6 97.14

8 8 96.91 8 96.91 8 96.91 7 97.03 6 97.14

9 9 96.34 9 96.34 9 96.34 6 96.57 2 96.80

10 9 96.34 9 96.34 9 96.34 6 96.57 9 96.46
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the best result is not improved in terms of accuracy, we reach the same accuracy

in three different classifiers, and in almost all the cases results are improved. In

addition, if we analyze the false positives results, those are also improved in most

of the cases.

4.4. Novel method: SMS spam filtering combining personality

recognition and sentiment analysis

Aiming at analyzing the new method proposed in Section 3, two experiments are

carried out using the SMSSpam and the BritishSMS dataset.

Table 6 shows the results obtained applying the best classifiers to the SMSSpam

dataset. In this case, the sentiment analyzer TextBlob -0.05 and all the dimensions

of the personality recognition model are used to create the combined dataset.

Table 6. Comparison of the best classifiers using the dataset SMSSpam.

Used technique

None TB -0.05 Pers Comb

Spam classifier FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc

NBMU.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 28 98.85 35 98.74 26 98.83 23 98.89

NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 27 98.82 8 98.76 19 98.94 15 99.01

NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 32 98.78 33 98.78 28 98.85 26 98.89

NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
23 98.78 34 98.74 19 98.80 14 98.87

NBM.c.stwv.go.wtok 13 98.76 28 98.85 5 98.78 4 98.74

NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
34 98.76 32 98.76 30 98.78 25 98.85

NBMU.c.stwv.go.wtok 13 98.76 8 98.76 3 98.49 3 98.44

CNBi.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
37 98.73 27 98.82 34 98.76 31 98.80

NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 37 98.73 22 98.91 33 98.78 31 98.82

NBM.i.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
36 98.73 19 98.82 33 98.76 33 98.76

Almost all the original results are improved in terms of accuracy or the number of

false positives. Moreover, the best accuracy results of the original dataset (98.85%),

are improved with sentiment analysis (98.91%) and personality features (98.94%);

reaching to a 99.01% with the combination of both features.

In addition, to validate those results a second dataset is used and the results are

shown in Table 7. Once again, the best accuracy is improved, obtaining a 97.6% of

accuracy, and reducing the number of false positives in most of the classifiers.

In order to compare the best accuracies obtained during the different experi-

ments, we summarize them in Fig. 3.
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Table 7. Comparison of the best classifiers using the dataset BritishSMS.

None TB -0.05 Pers Comb

Spam classifier FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc FP Acc

NBM.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 5 97.49 5 97.49 5 97.49 5 97.49

NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 5 97.37 5 97.37 3 97.49 3 97.49

NBMU.i.c.stwv.go.ngtok 7 97.37 6 97.49 6 97.49 5 97.60

NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.ngtok 6 97.37 6 97.37 6 97.37 6 97.37

NBMU.i.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
9 97.14 9 97.03 9 97.03 9 97.03

NBM.i.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
8 97.03 8 97.03 7 97.14 7 97.14

CNB.i.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
8 96.91 7 97.03 6 97.14 6 97.14

NBM.i.t.c.stwv.go.

.ngtok.stemmer
8 96.91 7 97.03 6 97.14 6 97.14

NBM.c.stwv.go.wtok 9 96.34 6 96.57 2 96.80 1 96.80

NBMU.c.stwv.go.wtok 9 96.34 6 96.57 9 96.46 6 96.69

Fig. 3. Comparison of SMS spam filtering methods

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a new filtering method that gives the research community the

opportunity to detect non evident intent in spam. This new method consists in

using a combination of the polarity feature and the dimensions of Myers-Briggs

personality model.

We added both features to the datasets, and we carried out the experiments with

and without these features. With this combination we provided means to validate

our hypothesis, that it is possible to identify some insights of the intention of the

texts, and more spam texts are correctly classified.

As results reveal, the combination of NLP techniques help improving spam

filtering in terms of accuracy and reduce the number of false positive.
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Table 8. Comparison of different spam types.

Polarity Personality Combination

Email31
BA from 99.15%

to 99.21%

9/10 results improved

or equalized

BA from 99.15%

to 99.24%

SMS
BA from 98.85%

to 98.91%

BA from 98.85%

to 98.94%

BA from 98.85%

to 99.01%

SMS

(second

dataset)

9/10 results

improved

or equalized

9/10 results

improved

or equalized

BA from 97.49%

to 97.6%

Social

Media32

– BA from 82.5%

to 82.53%

– Number of FP is

reduced by 10%

on average

– 5/10 results improved

or equalized

– Number of FP is

reduced by 15%

on average

– BA from 82.5%

to 82.53%

– Number of FP is

reduced by 26%

on average

Moreover, this method is validated in two different SMS dataset improving the

best accuracy in both cases (99.01% and 97.60%) and reducing the number of false

positives. Despite the difference in the percentage does not seem to be relevant, if we

take into account the amount of real SMS traffic the improvement is significant. This

means that sentiment analysis and personality recognition techniques are capable

to highlight differences between spam and ham texts.

Moreover, as Table 8 shows, this method improved results in terms of the best ac-

curacy (BA), best 10 results or the number of false positives (FP) applying to other

types of spam. These results demonstrate that it is possible to improve spam de-

tection results applying sentiment analysis and personality recognition techniques.

Furthermore, being Online Social Networks (OSN) the new trend of research, au-

thors applied this method to social media spam dataset. The obtained results are

summarized in the Table 8. In the experiments the best accuracy is improved and

the number of false positive is reduced significantly.
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